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Snow Reporting

A Global Cryosphere Watch (GCW) Snow Watch Activity
The GCW Snow Watch Team is striving to improve the reporting practices for in situ
snow observations, to promote exchange of real-time observations between member
states, and to improve the availability of in situ snow depth reports on the Global
Telecommunication System (GTS). Ground-based observations of snow are very
important for monitoring, model verification, validation of satellite-derived data, and
assimilation into weather forecasting models. However, there are large amounts of
potentially valuable data that are not reported or not available outside the country of
origin. Snow Watch is actively promoting improvements to international snow data
exchange on GTS with the aim of increasing the value of existing in situ snow networks.

In situ Snow Observations for Numerical Weather Prediction
§
§
§

In situ snow depth and other snow observations constitute a very important and
very reliable source of information for snow data assimilation.
They are provided by the surface synoptic observations (SYNOP) station network
and are made available in near real time on the GTS for numerical weather
prediction (NWP).
In addition to SYNOP observations, national meteorological services have access
to their national snow depth measurement networks. However, these additional
snow depth observations are currently not available on the GTS for the
international NWP community.

Snow Depth data availability on WMO GTS, on
7 January 2017 (source ECMWF). Large gaps
exist in USA, China and Southern Hemisphere.
Recent improvements have been made in
China, as all new reports are BUFR SYNOP.

Above: Standard deviation of ECMWF background
departure (cm of snow depth) December 2014 to
February 2015. Large areas are blank, illustrating
regions with observation gaps.

One of the key objectives of Snow Watch is to make the data from SYNOP and climate
networks more widely available over the GTS.

Reporting Zero Snow Depth
§ Snow depth is generally only reported when snow is present, with “missing data”
recorded for snow depth in snow-free conditions rather than “0 cm”.
§ Data users cannot know whether this missing data indicates “no snow” or a
missing report for another reason, e.g. technical issues at station. This “missing
data” must therefore be discarded, though the majority of it could potentially
contain valid positive reports of zero snow.
§ For NWP applications, observations of no snow are very important for constraining
model snow extent.
This example shows the large
difference in the number of valid
in situ snow depth reports in the
UK between:
A day with extensive
snow cover (02-12-10)
A day with little snow
cover (31-12-10)

Snow Watch is addressing these issues by:
§
§
§
§

Identifying non-SYNOP snow station networks that could contribute data.
Engaging nations to encourage, and identify barriers to, more open data exchange.
Promoting changes to WMO data exchange and reporting practice regulations.
Encouraging nations to adopt improved reporting practices as soon as is practical.

Recent Improvements in Snow Reporting

As a result of Snow Watch efforts, the number of
SYNOP stations reporting snow depth has increased
dramatically over the last five years.

For more information contact Samantha Pullen (Met Office) or Patricia de Rosnay (ECMWF).

